
Eccentric Trees

- Greg Dick - February 13, 2018

This project is an inexpensive way to get some good practice.  Use construction grade 2 x 4 for wood.


1. Prepare Blanks - 1-1/2” x 1-1/2” x Length. 
Length = Finished Height +1-1/4” 
Finished Height of 6” to 8” works well.


2. Between Centers

1. Rough to Round - be sure your chuck can grip 1-1/2” securely

2. Block Out - Figure 1 

1. Tenons at both ends

1. Headstock - for chuck

2. Tailstock - to maintain enough to support cone center


2. Base

3. Trunk - leave it stout at this time - you’ll need its support later

4. Branches


3. Taper Tree - finished surface is not important at this time - Figure 2 
4. Mark Branches - regular spacing seems to look best - 3/8” works well - adjust to suit your taste. 

- Figure 3

5. Define Three Eccentric Centers - Figure 4


1. Radius ~ 1/4”

2. Spacing - 120 degrés


6. Cut Branch V-Grooves - Depth of grooves should be to the “shadow line.”  The grooves want to 
be asymmetric - shifted toward the bottom of the tree.  I find a sheet of white paper on the ways 
makes it easier to see the “shadow.”  Adjust your lighting and speed (~1800 rpm works for me) 
to improve your view.    

1. Eccentric Center No. 1 - Figure 5 

Cut Grooves every third branch i.e. at marks 1,4,7…

2. Eccentric Center No. 2 - Figure 6 

Cut Grooves every third branch i.e. at marks 2,5,8 …

3. Eccentric Center No. 3 - Figure 7 

Cut Grooves every third branch i.e. at marks 3,6,9 …

7. Sand all of the finish surfaces as necessary.


3. Paint 
1. Apply a wash coat of lacquer or shellac.  This is to prevent the paint from “bleeding” into the 

wood.  It helps to maintain crisp edges.

2. Paint the grooves with craft paint of another paint of your choice.  Two coats should be 

sufficient

4. Finish Turning 

1. Mount in chuck - maintain tail stock support - Figure 8

2. Branches - Take several grazing cuts to remove paint on the surface of the cone.  Very light cuts 

seem to work best.  Do not finish the tip (top) at this time to maintain tailstock support.

3. Trunk - Thin the trunk and do final shaping - sand as appropriate. - Figure 9

4. Part - I start the parting process now.  I part about half way and establish a concave bottom so 

it will not wobble.  You could do it all as the last step

5. Top - Finish the top of the tree at this time.  Take very light cuts to remove most of the tenon 

while extending  the cone shape to the very tip top. Sand gently.

6. Part - finish parting off maintaining a concave bottom


5. Finish 
1. Spray Finish is probably the easiest - Figure 10


Reference: http://www.davidreedsmith.com/Articles/EccentricTrees/EccentricTrees.htm

This document with pictures  - https://indianacountywoodturners.org/meeting-handouts/
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Figure 1 - Round, Tenons, Base Figure 2 - Tapered

Figure 3 - Limbs Marked Figure 4 - Eccentric Centers


Figure 5 - First Set of V-Grooves Cut Figure 6 - Second Set of V-Grooves Cut
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Figure 7 - Third Set of V-Grooves Cut Figure 8 - Painted and Re-Centered

Figure 9 - Grazing cut to Remove Paint Figure 10 - The Pine Forest
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